
  
Abstract—This paper discusses the concept of sustainable 

architecture, seeking to discuss more accurately the theme of 
recycling, optimization and lifecycle of building materials, and 
their importance in saving natural resources, energy 
performance, building construction, and to what extent 
experience and training can influence the practice of a more 
sustainable architecture. Thus, the paper intends to make a 
small contribution regarding the awareness of those involved in 
the construction sector, encouraging them to adopt new 
attitudes and develop new practices, since the current ones are 
hopelessly unsustainable. 
 

Index Terms—Sustainability, constructive materials, 
optimization of resources in construction. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, due to a growing understanding of human 

interaction with nature, it is widely accepted by the scientific 
community that consuming energy from non-renewable 
sources has caused serious environmental damage. Among 
human activities, the construction industry stands out as one 
of the sectors that consume more raw materials and energy, 
this way, no society can achieve a sustainable development 
unless the construction sector, which gives it support, goes 
through deep transformations. The production chain of this 
sector has significant environmental impacts at all stages of 
its process… Any society seriously concerned about this 
issue should put the improvement of the construction sector 
as a priority [1]. Facing these circumstances, the actors in the 
construction sector are trying to make their activities more 
sustainable, adopting the principles of bioclimatic design, 
and looking for solutions in building materials that are less 
harmful to the environment. Most environmentalists believe 
nowadays, according to Fig. 1, that is possible to reach a 
balance between economic growth, social justice and 
environmental preservation, this makes more sense than ever, 
since it promotes an economy based on a type of growth that 
provides a sensible distribution of benefits and a more 
respectful use of natural resources.  

The process of urban expansion has caused many 
difficulties with the large amount of waste generated by the 
construction and demolition of buildings. When associated 
with the increasing cost of raw materials, it has become 
difficult to manage resources in this sector. Thus, in addition 
to the effort to increase the optimization of construction 
materials in building, the recycling of waste has become very 
important, since most of this waste has the potential to be 
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transformed in a new source of raw materials. The search for 
efficiency in managing resources requires extensive 
knowledge of the materials life cycle, which should not be 
limited only to their use in the building process, but extended 
to every aspect of the material life cycle, from the extraction 
until their total destruction.  

 
Fig. 1. Sustainable development. This concept defends that current needs can 

be met without compromising the needs of future generations, consisting 
essentially of three areas – social, economic and environmental. 

 

II. THE PROBLEM OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
The environmental issue and the rational use of resources 

have been highlighted as one of the most discussed issues 
across all sectors of society. Therefore the population is more 
alert about the problems associated with the construction 
industry, since the construction sector is responsible for this 
situation. Although construction is considered an important 
sector in our society, through the role it plays in the economy 
by creating jobs and boosting the country’s growth and 
development, nonetheless it is a sector that consumes a lot of 
energy and contributes the most to Earth’s pollution, due to 
its production methods. So it is imperative to realize the 
source of the problems in order to find solutions that can 
maximize the potential and minimize the waste of 
construction materials. This depends primarily on how 
natural resources are managed. 

Man has always taken advantage of natural resources, but 
the population growth of the planet, especially in the last 
century, also increased the need for raw materials. Although 
the crust of the Earth contains a huge amount of resources, it 
is believed that technological evolution will not allow the 
extraction of these resources so as to satisfy human needs. 
Thus some researchers are developing studies that estimate 
the time when some of the main resources used by mankind 
will be exhausted, such as crude oil (41 years), natural gas 
(63 years), iron (95), charcoal (150 years), among others. 
However, these estimates would be quite different if the 
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consumption patterns of developed countries would spread to 
the rest of the world, in which case the resources we have at 
our disposal would run out much faster. 

It is well known that there are serious environmental 
problems associated with the extraction of raw materials and 
the production of building materials. There are, nevertheless, 
authors that do not believe the greenhouse effect is the more 
serious consequence for the environment, but this does not 
mean we should ignore the high levels of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere, since they might contribute to various 
respiratory pathologies, such as bronchitis and asthma. 

Today, we know that the most damaging impacts to the 
planet come from the extraction of resources and its impact 
on the site, drastically reducing biodiversity, altering the 
landscape and, in the case of mining, generating large 
amounts of waste. Leaks or spills are often associated with 
the extraction and transportation of raw materials, and these 
are the cases most harmful to the environment. According to 
L. P. Hedeberg from The Natural Step movement, there are 
four conditions regarding the use of raw materials that we 
must comply with in order to achieve a sustainable society: 
do not take more out of the crust of the Earth than can be 
replaced; do not use man-made materials which take a long 
time to decompose; maintain the conditions for Nature to 
keep its production and its diversity; use resources efficiently 
and correctly – stop being wasteful [2].  While all the 
conditions presented above should be taken into account in 
the way we manage natural resources, it is impossible to 
apply the first three conditions in the short term, since that 
would bring results too radical for a suitable adaptation of 
society. However, the fourth condition must be taken into 
particular attention by architects and engineers, as they are 
primarily responsible for choice and management of the 
building materials. 

 

III. THE RELEVANCE OF ENERGY ISSUES IN THE 
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR 

Energy efficiency is a key point in the search for 
sustainability in the construction sector, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Both the architect as the future user of the building are 
responsible for this matter, since they decide how to build it. 
The first is the one who creates the project and the latter 
dictates its demands, thereby the ideal is that both parts share 
a concern about the sustainability of the building, and if this 
does not happen, the architect should be the first to warn the 
customer on this issue. 

In the late eighties, the concept of embodied energy in 
building materials was first adopted in the United States. 
According to this concept, the extraction of raw materials, the 
production and transportation of construction materials, and 
the building construction could be translated into energy 
expended during all these processes. As a result of studying 
this concept, we started to realize that one of the most 
effective ways to save energy was to preserve and reuse 
existing buildings. Up until recently, the concept of 
embodied energy has never gained great visibility outside 
some groups of environmental protection, since preserving a 
building by its asset value was more appealing than doing it 
in order to save energy and resources. However, with the 

current energy costs and the growing scarcity of raw 
materials, it makes even more sense to understand the best 
way to take advantage of existing buildings. 

With regard to environmental and energy issues, it is more 
advantageous to preserve and reuse existing buildings. 
However, this practice depends on the durability of the 
materials used, which can be defined as their ability to sustain 
a minimum performance under degradative factors [3]. Thus, 
there is a clear advantage in using materials that are as 
durable as possible, allowing the buildings to have a longer 
service life. In contrast, the use of materials with a reduced 
durability usually requires a larger number of maintenance 
and rehabilitation interventions and it may even be necessary 
to replace the component, involving the consumption of 
energy, raw materials and expenses with manpower. Thus, 
environmentally, it is preferable to use a material with high 
embodied energy but also high durability, instead of a 
material with low embodied energy but with a shorter life 
time, since the production of both can cause nearly the same 
environmental damage. It should be noted that the durability 
of materials does not concern only technical factors, but it has 
an important aesthetic factor associated, which must respond 
to society demands during a relatively long period of time. 

 
Fig. 2. Priorities to be considered in the design of a sustainable building; as it 

can be seen, this type of construction involves several practices. 
 
In this context emerges another notion that is quite relevant 

with regard to energy saving. The thermal inertia of a 
building is its ability to counteract variations in temperature 
inside, and reduce the transfer or transmission of heat. This is 
due to its ability to accumulate heat in the building elements 
[4]. This issue is of great importance in areas with a large 
temperature range, within a short time. In this way, 
optimizing the thermal inertia in a given environment must 
allow the temperature inside a building to remain stable, 
reducing the need for any mechanical solutions to adjust the 
interior temperature, which in turn reduces the energy 
consumption of the building. 

 

IV. DECONSTRUCTION AS A METHOD OF RESOURCE 
RECOVERY 

The search for sustainability in construction leads to the 
development of innovative materials, together with more 
technologically advanced approaches. However, the practice 
of deconstructing buildings, when they become obsolete, is 
probably the most efficient, from an ecological perspective, 
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this way, the recap of the Selective Demolition concept is 
particularly important since, nowadays, in most developed 
countries, there is a movement of urban renewal dictated by 
the need for better land use in areas of high population 
density [5]. In most countries of the world, the demolition of 
a building is still carried out with the intention that it should 
be as fast and inexpensive as possible, without a careful 
selection of the various resulting wastes. However, these 
criteria are changing due to the increasing amount of 
demolished buildings, the need of efficient land use and the 
environmental concerns of society. The current procedure is 
a Selective Demolition, seeking to deconstruct carefully and 
doing a screening of the different components rather than 
demolishing the buildings indiscriminately. This type of 
practice is not entirely new. During the nineteenth century, 
throughout Europe there have been cases of complex metallic 
structures, including pavilions, factories, and railway stations 
that were commonly used, but when for some reason they no 
longer made sense in their surrounding context, were 
dismantled and rebuilt elsewhere. However, technological 
developments and the latest construction methods do not 
favor this type of practice. What happens now is the recovery 
of deconstruction, since it responds to many of the current 
needs of the sector. 

In order to carry out the deconstruction of a building it is 
important to realize, according to Fig. 3, that its composition 
consists of several layers, normally the main structure being 
the most enduring (approximately 50 years), while the other 
layers have a smaller duration and require maintenance in a 
considerably shorter period of time, such as the interior and 
exterior coatings, servicing, etc. In modern buildings there 
has been a tendency to incorporate the different layers in a 
single component. Although this may have advantages in 
some situations, it is not a solution that benefits the building 
in the long term, since the durability of materials in different 
layers is normally incompatible, thus resulting in different 
levels of degradation in the same component, invalidating 
future efforts for reusing and eventual recycling. It should 
therefore be accomplished a smooth transition between the 
different layers forming the building. Thus, the maintenance 
and replacement of the various components will be ensured, 
also allowing, in the demolition phase, an appropriate 
separation of the materials and enhancing their reuse and 
recycling. 

 
Fig. 3. A building should consist of different separate layers, allowing future 

maintenance operations in a layer without affecting the following ones. 

V. RECYCLING IN THE PROCESS OF CONSTRUCTION AND 
DEMOLITION OF BUILDINGS 

The traditional procedures for waste treatment developed 
in a linear model, which assumes that nature is an 
inexhaustible source of resources and possesses an 
inexhaustible capacity for waste disposal, are beginning to be 
replaced by a model based on extending the life cycle of 
building materials, together with a more efficient waste 
management. In this scenario, recycling emerges as a practice 
that presents solutions regarding how to manage the waste, 
with the aim of saving energy and natural resources by 
returning to the production cycle those materials which 
otherwise would have no utility. The raw materials for 
producing construction materials are increasingly scarce and 
therefore its extraction is more expensive and more difficult. 
The use of landfills for the deposit of waste has also produced 
a negative impact on people and landscapes. In addition, 
landfill sites are usually located far from large urban areas, 
implying an increased cost with transportation. On top of this, 
such condition comes together with the rising price of fuel, 
further aggravating the whole situation. 

Given these circumstances, recycling has become a 
credible option as regards the disposal of waste from the 
construction and demolition of buildings. Therefore, many 
companies producing construction materials began to see this 
practice as a new source of raw materials, which tends to be 
increasingly important in producing construction materials. 
Recycling construction and demolition waste, like any other 
construction activity, requires basic planning to be effective. 
In fact, the requirements of coordinating a successful 
construction waste recycling effort are quite similar to the 
types of planning required for basic construction project 
management, including scheduling, training, monitoring, and 
recordkeeping [6]. This means that this kind of planning 
requires a careful thought, and if the costs of stages like 
transportation are not calculated correctly, it can turn all the 
effort economic ally enviable. 

Many of the efforts to reduce environmental problems in 
the construction sector address the issue in a simplistic way, 
since the methods being used ignore the need for a critical 
reflection about the cultural values of a consumerist society, 
based on a production system where capital assumes too 
much importance at the expense of moral values. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
We can conclude that the theme of sustainable architecture 

has currently a great visibility, so the actors in the 
construction sector should look for new practices that can 
meet the expectations of society. The scope of sustainability 
in architecture is to adopt different strategies, in order to 
reduce the energy consumption of buildings and the pollution 
associated with this activity. Among all the issues dealing 
with sustainability in construction, the way to manage the 
construction materials is certainly the most significant. Thus, 
the management of construction materials should not be 
limited only to the construction process, since in order to 
ensure its efficiency there must be a broad knowledge of all 
the production processes of the material. 
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There are several practices enabling the optimization of 
construction materials, including selective demolition and 
waste recycling, which are certainly the most efficient, since 
they promote the extension of the materials life cycle, 
reducing the dependence of pure raw materials in the 
industry. 
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